Welcome by Soon--Young Yoon, International Alliance of Women

Poll I

Update on Beijing + 25 and schedule conferences -- Houry Geudelekian, Chair of the NGO CSW/NY and Victoria Diaz Garcia, UN Women

Theme presenters Peaceful and inclusive societies

Sharon Bhagwon Rolls, Chair of the Board of Global Partnership for the Prevention of Armed Conflict (GPPAC)
Mavic Cabrera--Balleza, founder/CEO of the Global Network of Women Peace builders

Breakout groups:

Discussion question: What action can you take to have an impact on “Peaceful and inclusive societies”?

Poll II “What is your highest priority?”

Breaking down silos

Inclusive development, shared prosperity and decent work -- Krishanti Dhamaraj, Ex. Director, Center for Women’s Global Leadership, Rutgers University

Health, Peaceful and Inclusive Societies --- Laurent Huber, Director of Action on Smoking in Health

**RAFFLE

OPEN MIKE – Everyone says good--bye.